WHOA, WHERE DID YOU COME FROM?!
Delve deep into your character's memory box!
Choose an oddity and weave it into an adventure!
Take an ending and write towards it!
PUT YOUR CHARACTER TO WORK!

CALLING DR. HOLLYWOOD!
Are your ideas too big for your stomach? Do your characters run away from you?
Using the famed techniques of Hollywood fat cats, we’ll create story pitches and book outlines that will help keep your tales on track and your audience hooked.
You can flesh out stories, or just send them straight to Movie Land!

POETRY IN MOTION
From advertising jingles to rap lyrics, poetry is everywhere. The best writing is praised for its mellifluous qualities. So is the word 'mellifluous', or it should be! Feel the value of words and work with a variety of forms! From limericks to haikus, from urban rhymes to sweet sonnets - let's get poetic!

WRITE AROUND THE WORLD!
You've seen the Devil Wears Prada, but what really goes on behind the scenes in the world of magazines? Find out as ACP Magazines journalist Helen Barry shares the inside scoop on globe trotting for glossy publications and helps you unleash your inner travel magazine writer.

FIRST EXPRESSIONS COUNT
"Many years later as he faced the firing squad, Col Aureliano Buendia was to remember the distant afternoon when his father took him to discover ice."
Gabriel Garcia Marquez, A Hundred Years of Solitude.
First lines open a door on a new world where the reader is invited to participate.
Explore this invitation as a reader and a writer!

all sunday workshops run 10am-12pm * free writing drop-in with tutors 1pm - 3pm

SYDNEY STORY FACTORY · 176 Redfern Street, Redfern
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